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Introduction

The biggest challenge with email marketing is that it is so easy to be successful
that marketers don’t reach for the next level. After all, when something isn’t
broken, why invest time and energy in making it better? Most people won’t make
the effort to optimize their email marketing program. Good enough will serve them
well enough.
Some marketers know that good enough doesn’t serve company or customer well.
If you are one of them, this guide is for you. The information in it will help you
optimize your marketing strategy to maximize the effect and return. An optimized
email program increases revenue, solidifies relationships, and expands horizons.
In 1996, I launched my first email campaign for a client. The experience continues
to be one of the most exciting marketing times of my career. The many successes
before and after rarely compete with the instant gratification of that first time.
The client wanted to know if emailing customers would generate revenue. Things
were quite different then. Email service providers consisted of a few startups that
wanted annual contracts and high monthly fees. It didn’t make financial sense to
jump in without testing the water. We decided to create our own email processer
using Microsoft Office. The content was created in Word. Customer names and
email addresses were exported to Excel. The two were combined and sent using
mail merge and Outlook.
The process took time to run because each email had to be individually created and
sent. The marketing team and I watched it run in an office with two computers.
One had the email send process running. The other was connected to the website so
we could watch customer activity.
There were approximately 11,000 email addresses in the file. Orders started
arriving before we hit 500 sends. The email was very simple. It was text only and
essentially said, “Hello. This is our first email and we are giving you 10% off
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everything in our web store.” When the promotion was over, it had pulled a better
response than every other marketing tool!
Almost twenty years later, marketers are still seeing phenomenal results from their
email marketing efforts. Things have changed in that time making the process
more challenging. The creation and send process is much simpler but getting
emails to the inbox of recipients most likely to respond is harder.
Today, email marketing teams have to deal with deliverability, opt-in, spam, and
over-saturation issues. Even so, email remains one of the most effective and
economical marketing tools available. Once a company has a list of customers and
prospects, sending an email almost guarantees a cash infusion.
Having a tool that generates sales with little effort and cost creates complacency.
When marketers can send promotional emails that consistently make their
numbers, they are less likely to look beyond high level metrics. Everything looks
good on the surface but there is danger below. The incoming sales keep marketers
from seeing that they are creating a base of discount buyers that will shift their
loyalty at the first sighting of a lower price.
Email marketing can be much more. It is the only tool available at this time that
can economically create one-to-one relationships with thousands of customers.
People want to be valued and respected. Emails allow marketers to automatically
generate highly personalized messages. Most people respond to the messages by
acting, not replying. They shop and share the information with their friends. The
ones that do reply usually have comments that help the company improve.
The purpose of this book is to inspire people to dig deeper and use their email
marketing program to create long-term loyal customers. The tactics included are
proven methods that have been used by companies to grow their lists, keep
customers coming back, increase sales, and provide better service. It is my hope
that this will become a go-to resource for making your email marketing program
the best it can be.
Most of the tactics included can be used for both business-to-consumer (B2C) and
business-to-business (B2B) companies. The sale of products and services is
ultimately dependent on the buyer’s trust of the offering company. Individuals and
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businesses selling services tend to do a better job at optimizing their email
marketing program because discounting is rarely an option. Even so, there is
always room for improvement. The demands placed by our highly competitive
marketplace require every effort to be made to maximize the return every time a
customer or prospect is contacted.
All of the tips in this guide have been tested and proven successful for the
companies using them. You can optimize your email marketing strategy best by
choosing the greatest pain point and starting there. If revenue is slipping, start with
the tips in the Sales section. If customers are leaving, go to the Retention area.
Every tip works by itself so you can implement one without completely
overhauling your email marketing strategy.
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Why invest in optimizing your emails?

There are four reasons to send emails to customers and prospects: Acquisition,
retention, sales, and service. Simply put, send emails when you want to acquire
new customers, keep the ones you have, increase sales, and provide service.
Most companies are very good at delivering on the increase sales objective but fail
miserably at the others. People miss opportunities to acquire new customers,
improve relationships, and increase satisfaction because email marketing is so
good at generating revenue.
Adding the other three objectives provides a competitive edge while increasing
sales. It is a classic win-win scenario. Isn’t it time for your company to take email
marketing to the next level?
The first step is to complete a mini review of your email marketing program to see
how effective it is at acquisition, retention, sales, and service. Make a list of the
emails sent over the last year and place them into the appropriate category.
What percentage of the emails was designed to acquire new customers? This
includes all emails sent to prospects and those that specifically ask customers to
share the information with a friend. (Placing a “Tell a Friend” button in the email
doesn’t count.) How effective were the acquisition emails at generating new
prospects and customers? What changes made them better? How much did it cost
to acquire new people?
How many of the emails were specifically designed to keep customers coming
back? This question is often met with the response, “our promotional emails keep
customers coming back.” If your company is Walmart or you can effectively
compete with low price leaders, this response is right. If your company is like
most, you don’t have the margins to guarantee the lowest prices and need to create
loyalty based customer relationships.
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Do your sales emails consistently generate revenue or are you seeing peaks and
valleys? Email promotional programs are very predictable once you have enough
historical data. Peaks and valleys that are not seasonal suggest that there may be
underlying issues affecting your revenue. Subscriber fatigue is one such issue. It
happens when people receive the same type of emails over an extended period of
time.
The first sign of subscriber fatigue is a decline in open rates. If there is nothing
new, then why open the email? The second sign is a higher click-through rate on
opened emails. When people are ready to make a purchase, they look for a
discount. The combination of lower open rates and higher click-throughs indicate
that your emails may have become a coupon mecca.
Are your service emails a statement of facts or a conversation with your
customers? Order and shipping confirmation emails can be much more than
“here’s your information, thank you for your order” notices. They can be
entertaining like the one from CD Baby that colorfully explains that the order has
been shipped:
“Your CD has been gently taken from our CD Baby shelves with
sterilized contamination-free gloves and placed onto a satin pillow.
A team of 50 employees inspected your CD and polished it to make
sure it was in the best possible condition before mailing.
Our packing specialist from Japan lit a candle and a hush fell over
the crowd as he put your CD into the finest gold-lined box that money
can buy.
We all had a wonderful celebration afterwards and the whole party
marched down the street to the post office where the entire town of
Portland waved “Bon Voyage!” to your package, on its way to you, in
our private CD Baby jet on this day, Friday, June 6th.
I hope you had a wonderful time shopping at CD Baby. We sure did.
Your picture is on our wall as “Customer of the Year”. We’re all
exhausted but can’t wait for you to come back to CDBABY.COM!!"
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Derek Silvers, the founder of CD Baby, says this is the most successful email he
has ever written. The recipients shared it with friends, posted it on blogs, and
ultimately introduced thousands of new customers to the business. If the fun
content doesn’t fit your brand, find the words that keep your company’s image and
entertains your customers. They will share it too.
A good email marketing strategy increases sales. A great email marketing strategy
increases sales, introduces the company to new people, and keeps customers’
happily coming back for more. The only way to move from good to great is to
optimize every email sent to customers and prospects.

.
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She can be reached via email at dellis@wilsonellisconsulting.com and at the
following social network locations: Twitter; LinkedIn; Google Plus; Facebook; and
Pinterest.
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